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Snap-on Increases Ratchet Access and Leverage with Innovation in
1/4" Drive Dual 80® Technology
KENOSHA, Wis. (July 12, 2021) – The new Snap-on® TK72/TKF72 1/4" Drive Dual 80® Technology
Stubby Ratchets give techs access and leverage for hard-to-reach jobs that require a tool that grabs
onto fasteners and delivers just the right swing arc. Whether it's the fixed-head or flex-head, these
ratchets get into the deepest, tightest places with six teeth in contact with the gear. The 72-tooth
gear, innovated by Snap-on as Dual 80® technology, provides 5° of swing arc…that's up to 25 percent
less ratcheting arc needed to engage the next gear tooth.
With uncompromising strength and durability, the stubby handle provides easier access to cramped
spaces. The contoured handle offers technicians more comfort and better control. The ratchet heads
are sealed to maintain lubrication and prevent dirt from getting in and clogging the gear, while the
signature chrome exterior finish makes for easy cleanup.
Find out more about these and other Snap-on tools and products by contacting your participating
Snap-on franchisee or other representative, visiting www.snapon.com or calling toll-free 877SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664).
About Snap-on Tools
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and
marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional
users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage,
diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions
for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, including aviation
and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, natural resources, power
generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise
companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, company-direct,
distributor and internet channels. Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $3.7 billion,
S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wisconsin, with operations throughout the world. For
additional information, visit www.snapon.com.
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